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Medieval
medieval fortress

Grafic Games
Creating innovative playgrounds
with a unique look
Grafic Games is a bold new concept in the
outdoor play equipment industry, combining
quality manufacturing with graphic design.
It is an opportunity to raise the profile of
playgrounds and turn them into a real talking
point within the community.
Grafic Games has an innovative decorative
finish applied to existing playground
equipment.
6 distinctive finishes are available: Grafic,
Etnik, Océane, Amazone, Metropolis and
Medieval. The colours and images combine
to create the Grafic Games series.
Children will love to discover the intricate
details that can be used for numerous
stories and adventures.
The Grafic Games design can be applied to
both plywood and HPL ranges.
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Etnik
tribal symbols
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The whole design and manufacturing process
is carried out internally ensuring both the
quality of the finish and the long term durability
of the product.
Every detail has been thought of in the
production of Grafic Games products. For
example a varnish has been applied to provide
high levels of resistance to solvents and
cleaning products.
Grafic Games play equipment fits into all
environments, and can be combined with other
themed equipment from the Proludic ranges.
The innovative look of Grafic Games
means that they instantly become a focal point
of the playground and a source of fascination
for users.
Our designers can also create personalised
solutions to ensure that your playground is
unique and in keeping with a particular theme.
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Grafic
pop art, fantasy
Amazone
rainforest landscape

Océane
depths of the ocean
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Metropolis
futuristic city
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Grafic
pop art, fantasy
The Grafic theme is dominated by bright colours and simple geometrical shapes.
Lines, curves, counter-curves, checks… the patterns interweave and overlap to bring to life a
cheerful, naive children’s world.
The perspectives give an impression of depth and movement.
The flowers with their irregular contours add a soft, fresh note.
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J3951-GG

J3954-GG

J3957-GG

J3902-GG

J834-GG

J3903-GG
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More products at:

www.proludic.com
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J263-GG

J839-GG

J2401-GG

J817-GG

J820-GG

J3304-GG

J821-GG

J3855-GG

J2606-GG

J450-GG

J608-GG

J1058-GG

J826-GG
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Amazone
rainforest landscape
The Amazone theme takes children to a tropical rainforest.
The graphics depict a scene of lush, wild vegetation. A world of adventure awaits containing
exotic animals, mysterious symbols, vines and ancient temples.
Different colours contribute to the creation of a mystical atmosphere. Shades of green are
combined with natural earthy colours, contrasting with the bright colours of the parrots and
tropical fish.

J2633-GA

J47201-GA

J47200-GA
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More products at:

www.proludic.com
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J2721-GA

J3302-GA

J3304-GA

J1055-GA

J2606-GA

J3961-GA

J820-GA

J821-GA

J846-GA
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Medieval
medieval fortress
The Medieval theme brings to life a period in history that fascinates children and adults alike.
The towers contain all the details of a magnificent medieval stronghold, complete with shutters,
arrow slits and ivy climbing the walls.
The decorative aspect is further enhanced with banners, coats of arms and flags flying from
the turrets.
The use of bold colours such as blue, red, yellow and orange makes the structures stand out.

J4700-GM

J4701-GM

J4713-GM
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More products at:

www.proludic.com

J819-GM

J846-GM
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J817-GM

J2656M-GM

J48100-GM

J2605-GM
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Metropolis
futuristic city

More products at:

www.proludic.com

J3961-GF

Metropolis is a futuristic environment that draws its inspirations from the world of science fiction.
Engines, propellers, cogs and pulleys combine to create wonderful contraptions that could be
straight out of the books of Jules Verne or HG Wells.
The equipment transforms into laboratories, time machines or futuristic vehicles, with a sense
of movement being at the heart of the play experience.
The unique copper coloured panels combine with the sun reflections to add to the overall play
experience.

J834-GF

J817-GF

J3601-GF
J848-GF

J2643-GF

J847-GF
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J47101-GF

J47113-GF
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Etnik
tribal symbols
With its mix of African and Maori inspirations, the Etnik theme is based on masks, tattoos and
prints.
The geometrical patterns alternate between straight lines and curves, to create prints that
are simple yet highly decorative. Each panel is unique, but the overall style illustrates a tribal
influence.
The predominant colours are those that come from the earth, with shades of brown, ochre and
khaki.
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J2724-GE

J2721-GE

J2730-GE

J3903-GE
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More products at:

www.proludic.com
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J3302-GE

J3313-GE

J3950-GE

J3954-GE

J280-GE

J2606-GE

J817-GE

J818-GE

J820-GE

J834-GE

J846-GE
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Océane
depths of the ocean
This theme is an invitation to take a voyage to the depths of the ocean.
Water is present everywhere, with our evocative, symbolic graphics: the wavy lines in various
shades of blue portray the movement of ocean waves; with circles as little bubbles of oxygen.
The unstructured patterns with their shimmering colours depict the marine algae that cover the
ocean bed and coloured beach huts that line the beach.
Through the combination of these elements a hidden world full of life opens up before your eyes.
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J2643-GO

J2702-GO

J2722-GO

J3957-GO
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More products at:

www.proludic.com
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J280-GO

J281-GO

J817-GO

J821-GO

J822-GO

J842-GO

J846-GO

J2604-GO

J262-GO

J3302-GO

J3303-GO
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The possibility to create a unique project
Corporate opportunities
Adapt equipment to fit with a particular theme or a corporate
image.
Project for the Paul Ricard motor racing circuit (France)

Themed play
panels

Multiple choices in the same theme
Develop different looks within the same theme.

Further increase the play value of
equipment with a unique visual
finish.

Goby springer, in the Grafic finish,
produced in different colours
(France)

Personalised playground linked
to local history or culture
Create a link with local history or
culture through a unique design.

Consultation with users
Involve stakeholders (children, parents, clients) at the consultation stage.
Project themed around the philosopher
Friedrich von Schiller (Germany)

Playground for the Royal Air Force Benevolent Fund (England)

Images produced by the local
community, and then adapted
to produce a Grafic Games finish
(Australia).

Project for the Gruyère cheese museum (Switzerland)
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The colours reproduced in this brochure may not be exactly representative of the finished product.
Proludic reserves the right to change specifications and make product improvements to any of our
products at any time without prior notice. Information in this brochure was correct at the time of printing.
While every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of information, Proludic cannot accept any
responsibility for any errors or omissions and this brochure does not form part of any legally binding contract.
Photography by: Proludic, Fotosearch & Shutterstock
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More products at:

www.proludic.com

Example of personalised playground
Shopping Centre, Orange - France
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Example of personalised playground
Taipa Central Park - Macau
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More products at:

www.proludic.com

Example of personalised playground
Center Parcs Resort, Le Bois aux Daims - France
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Example of personalised playground
Geispolsheim - France
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Examples of personalised playground

More products at:

www.proludic.com

Ipswich - Australia

Créances - France
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Example of personalised playground
Campsite, Bois-Plage-en-Ré - France
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Examples of
personalised playground

Avignon - France

Example of personalised playground
Omegna - Italy
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La Rochelle - France

More products at:

www.proludic.com

Somerset - England

Unley - Australia
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Grafic Games

PROLUDIC LTD
The Play Hub
Bradmore Business Park
Loughborough Road
Bunny, Nottinghamshire
NG11 6QA
Tel. 01159 823 980 - E-Mail: info@proludic.co.uk
www.proludic.co.uk
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